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                        Firefly Software for Schools


The Trusted Solution for Whole School Engagement and Motivation
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                        Education software solutions created by educators, for educators

Firefly makes it easy for schools to engage parents and motivate learners, helping every student achieve the best outcomes. Trusted by hundreds of schools around the world, our education software for schools and academies gives time back to teachers, students and parents so that schools can build a thriving school community.


      Contact Us  
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Firefly Parent Portal

With its flexible framework and deep integrations, Firefly Parent Portal fits in with your way of doing things, offering schools a simpler, more joined up way for the whole school community to work together.



Discover Parent Portal











            

        


    

    




    
        
            
                         

Epraise by Firefly

Epraise transforms the way that schools engage their students. Designed by teachers, and with motivation at its core, Epraise makes it easy for schools to recognise, reward and celebrate the achievements of their students.

   Discover Epraise   
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Firefly LMS

Firefly's LMS education management system brings all your tools into one, secure space, giving everyone the information and clarity they need. Saving teachers time managing their classes, tracking progress and sharing students activities online, Firefly makes it easier for teachers to connect with their students beyond the classroom.



     Discover LMS     









            

        


    

    




    
        
            
                         

Firefly with Veracross MIS

Together, Firefly and Veracross offer a comprehensive solution for schools across every key department: from admissions to academic management accounting, fundraising, fees management, online learning, parent engagement, and so much more.



     Discover MIS     
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Digital Maturity Diagnostic

Firefly has created a Digital Maturity Diagnostic exploring 5 key areas of your school ecosystem.

Fill in our 4-5 minute diagnostic to quickly find out how ready your school really is for a digital transformation. Instantly receive, via email, an 8-page personalised report detailing and analysing your results vs. best in class and leading practices.

 Visit the Firefly blog for more details.

Get your personalised report
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                                         Parent Engagement

Firefly keeps every parent informed and engaged. Providing a better experience for the whole school community, Firefly saves teachers time and helps schools meet the needs of parents. Teachers have time to teach, parents are happier and students feel supported in school and at home.
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                                         Student Motivation

Epraise by Firefly keeps every student motivated, providing a consistent approach to behaviour management and recognition. Transforming the way that schools engage their students, Epraise makes it easy for schools to recognise, reward and celebrate student achievement.
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                                         Firefly Learning joins Veracross

We are delighted to announce that Firefly Learning has joined the Veracross family.
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		We needed a platform that was engaging for pupils, teachers and parents whilst being simple to use but also flexible enough to allow our teachers to be creative with their content. With Firefly, we have also been able to give parents more clarity on their child’s learning, enabling them to see feedback from teachers.


			 Ian Thorpe, Head Teacher,    Downsend School, UK 
	

						

						
								
		The ability for the learner to curate their own learning content was the biggest single factor in influencing our decision.


			 Brian Taylor, Assistant Principal for Cross Campus Curriculum Technology Integration   Bangkok Patana School 
	

						

						
								
		Parents understand their child’s learning before parents’ evening. Almost all parents have engaged and interacted with Firefly since we launched, whether it’s to check in on their child’s progressive assessments, homework, absences or catch up on school news.


			 Matthew Wood   Billanook College, Australia 
	

						

						
								
		Since the introduction of Epraise at our academy we have seen increased levels of motivation and improved attitudes across our academy. Students love the fact they can contribute to the ‘shop’ and we are always able to provide rewards that motivate the students to work harder and achieve more. Attendance at our academy increased by 2% last year and a lot of this was down to the introduction of Epraise.


			 Christian Down, Principal   Castle View Academy 
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		Epraise and Valley Gardens Middle School
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		How St Paul’s School for Girls  Birmingham is using Firefly to engage the whole school community
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        Never miss out on top tips from leading schools and best practices to take your teaching and learning to the next level!
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